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1. 
The present invention relates to a tens trans 

fer mechanism for products and quotient regis 
ters in calculating machines and the like of the 
type in which an additional tens transfer tooth 
is engaged (rendered operative) by means of axi 
ally movable tens transfer elements. 
Tens transfer mechanism of this kind for 

products and quotient registers are already 
known and exist in several embodiments. Thus, 
reliable but very complicated mechanisiaS are 
known, the only drawback of which has been 
the too high costs of manufacture. Therefore, 
calculating machines were often manufactured 
without tens transfer mechanisms in the quotient 
register (revolutions counter), but this forces the 
operator himself to keep count of the number 
of revolutions of the actuator, as Soon aS teinS 
transfers occurred. 
Simpler solutions of the problem have been 

proposed which have also been applied in the 
practice. These constructions, however, have 
turned cut to function less reliably, because such 
Small tolerances (exactneSS of dimensions) aS 
are necessary for a reliable functioning of the 
mechanism, could not be attained at reasonable 
costS. 
The present invention relates to an improve 

ment of Such a simple, well-known construction 
and has for its purpose to lower the costs of 
manufacture, while simultaneously designing the 
mechanism to function reliably without particu 
larly Sinall tolerances of dimensions being neces 
Saly. 
The tens transfer mechanism according to the 

invention is mainly characterized in that a hook 
is provided with two arms or projections, ar 
ranged in relation to each other in such a way 
that the projections cooperate with two conical 
Surfaces located on the tens transfer element 
and facing in opposite directions, so that the 
armS or projections effect a positive displace 
ment of the said element to two different posi 
tions when the hook moves from one position to 
another between said conical surfaces. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention Will 

be described in detail below with reference to 
the accompanying drawings. 

Fig. 1 shows a perspective view of a tens trans 
fer mechanism in accordance with the invention 
and Seen obliquely from its rear side, certain 
parts being onitted for the sake of clearness. 
Fig. 2 shows an end view of the elements for One 
denomination in an accumulator or a revolu 
tions counter with a tens transfer innechanism 
according to the invention. 
tion on the broken line III-III in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 
Shows the same view as Fig. 2, the parts being in 
another position. Fig. 5 shows a rear view of 
the elements shown in Fig. 4 (and is thus a view 
from the right in Fig. 4). Finally, Fig, 6 shows 

Fig. 3 shows a sec- : 
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a detail of a tens transfer element, in end view, 
A so-called revolutions counting tooth or revo 

lutions counter actuator which enters a unit . 
into the revolutions counter for each revolution 
of the main actuator (rotor) proper is secured 
to (keyed on) a shaft 2, which in Well-known 
manner is mounted in the stationary frame of 
the calculating machine (not shown in the draw - 
ings). The shaft 2 for the revolutions counting 
tooth i is in permanent mesh with the rotor of 
the calculating machine via a toothed wheel 
gearing of well-known construction (not shown 
in the drawing). 
The revolutions of the tooth (and of said 

shaft, 2) are transmitted to a toothed cylinder 
via toothed wheels 3, 4, 5 and 6. Like the revo 
lutions counting tooth these toothed wheels are 
mounted on shafts, which are non-displaceably 
journalled in the stationary frame of the calcu 
lating machine. The toothed cylinder T is rotat 
ably mounted in the frame 8 of the tens transfer 
mechanism and this frame is an integral part of 
the nowable carriage 9 of the calculating ma 
chine. 
The toothed wheel 6 is axially stationary in 

relation to the frame of the machine and slides 
along the toothed cylinder 7 when the carriage 
9 is displaced, and because the wheel 6 is in per 
manent mesh with Said cylinder, the rotary no 
tion of the wheel 6 is transmitted to said cylin 
der in all the Working positions of the carriage. 
Thus, said cylinder will always rotate syn 
chronously with the revolutions counting tooth f. 
An element shaft 0 is journalled in the frame 

of the tens transfer mechanism 8 and carries a 
toothed wheel fixed (keyed) to the shaft. 
This wheel is in permanent mesh with the toothed 
cylinder 7 and their ratio of gearing is chosen 
in such manner that the revolutions counting 
tooth and the shaft 0 rotate Synchronously, 
that is at the same angular velocity (the same 
number of revolutions). The arrows in Fig. 1 
show the directions in which toothed wheels and 
other rotary details rotate when the machine is 
operated in the positive direction (-- direction). 
The shaft 0 is provided with a longitudinal 

key slot, in which a longitudinal key (spline) 2 
is arranged, which is provided with a number of 
teeth or projections 2a protruding from said 
shaft, one tooth for each denomination of the 
counter. Furthermore, an element 3 is provided 
on the shaft for each denomination and this ele 
inent is axially displaceable a short distance but 
is prevented from rotating in relation to said shaft 
due to the fact that One of the teeth 2d. Of the 
key 2 engages a slot in the element. Each 
element is also provided with two teeth. 3a, 3b, 
One 3d intended for calculating operations in 
the positive direction and the other 3b for such 
Operations in the negative direction. 
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The angle 2a, between the teeth 3d, 3b (Fig. 
6) is increased for each higher denomination, So 
that the teeth f3a, as well as the teeth. 3b form a 
helical curve in Well-knoWn manner. 
The elements 3 are guided in the axial direc 

tion by tens transfer hooks A, Which are rock 
ably mounted on an intermediate shaft 5. In 
the axial direction said hooks are guided by slots 
in the parts (rails) 8d, 3b of the frame 8 (Figs. 1 
and 2). 
The transfer hooks. A can be caused to aSSune 

two different positions, an inoperative position or 
position of rest as shown in Fig. 2, and an Oper 
ative position as shown in Fig. 4. In each of said 
positions the hook is latched by a ball latch 6 
or the like. 
Each transfer hook 4 is provided with two 

guiding arms or projections f4a, 4b, the arm 4b. 
being displaced (set off) in the axial direction in 
relation to the arm ?éa. Said arms are provided 
With guiding Surfaces, which cooperate with coni 
cal Surfaces. 3c, 3d of the respective element 
3 in Such a manner, that the two different posi 

tions of the hook 4 positively determine two dif 
ferent corresponding (axial) positions of the ele 
ment 3 on the shaft . 
When the hook 4 aSSumes its inoperative posi 

tion (Fig. 2), the element 3 will be retained in 
a position as shown in dash-and-dot lines in Fig. 
5, and when the hook 4 assumes its working 
position, Said element Will be in the position as 
ShoWn, in full lines in Fig. 5. 
When the calculating machine is in its full 

cycle position (initial position), the revolutions 
counting tooth aSSumes the position shown in 
Fig. 1 and at the same time the key 2 is in the 
position shown in Fig. 2. The teeth 2a of the 
key f2 are in the axial direction arranged in such 
manner that they cooperate with (are in the 
path of) the guiding surface of the arm 4b, 
Whereas the arm a is located just in front of 
a recess in the key 2. 
Between the transfer hooks 4 on the shaft, 5 

intermediate toothed wheels (gear wheels) 7 
are mounted, which cooperate with the revolu 
tions Counter tooth and with the teeth f3a, 
f3b of the elements 3. Each intermediate wheel 

is in permanent mesh with a numeral wheel 
8 Which in the usual manner is provided with 
impressed numerals on its periphery, as suggested 
in Fig. 6. Each numeral wheel 8 is provided 
With ten teeth and also has a tens transfer tooth 
f8a, which cooperates with a tooth 4c or pro 
jection (can) on the tens transfer hook 4. The 
numeral Wheels are mounted on a common shaft 
9. 
The mode of Operation of the described mecha 

niSn is as follows: 
If the main or actuator shaft of the machine 

is rotated round in positive direction, the revolu 
tions counter tooth will rotate in the direction 
of the arrow shown in Fig. 1, and when said 
shaft has been rotated about one half revolution, 
the revolutions counter tooth begins to rotate 
the Wheel and the numeral wheel in mesh 
With it one step in positive direction. The tooth 
3b, which is operative in calculating operations 

in the negative direction, then passes by the in 
termediate wheel 7 without actuating it, be 
cause now the hook 4 assumes its inoperative 
position and thus retains the element 3 in the 
position shown in dash-and-dot lines in Fig. 5. 
If now the numeral wheel 8 shows the value “9' 
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as shown in Fig. 2, the tooth 8a will actuate 
the hook 4 at f4c (Fig. 4). so that said hook 5 

4. 
is rocked forwards, i.e. counter-clockwise in Fig. 
2. After the wheel 8 has thus been rotated one 
half step, these parts will thus assume the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 4. This rocking motion of the 
hook 4 causes the element 3 to be moved axial 
ly to its position as shown in full lines in Fig. 5, 
due to the engagement of the arm a with the 
respective conical surface of the element 3. NoW 
the tooth f3a is in the same plane (at right 
angles to the shaft) as the wheel 7 of the next 
higher denomination, and when the rotation of 
the shaft () is continued, said tooth f3a will 
rotate the wheel T and the numeral wheel f8 in 
mesh there with one Step forward to effect the 
tens transfer. During the last part of the revolu 
tion, i. e. When the revolution is completed, the 
key 2 will rock the hook 4 clockwise in Fig. 4 
back to its inoperative position (Fig. 2), so that 
the mechanism is restored to the initial position 
(position of rest). 
When calculating operations are effected in 

the negative direction the mode of operation is 
analogous. 
The invention is not limited to the embodiment 

shown. The shape and construction of the vari 
Ous details can be varied considerably within the 
Scope of the following claims. 

Having now described my invention, what I 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: - 

l. Tens transfer mechanism for products and 
quotient registers of calculating machines of the 
type in which axially displaceable tens transfer 
elements are provided with a tens transfer tooth, 
characterized in that the tens transfer elements 
are provided with two oppositely directed conical 
surfaces, and a hook having two projections each 
Of Which cooperates With One of Said conical Sur 
faces, Said hook effecting positive displacement 
of the tens transfer element to either of two 
different axial positions. When said hook is moved 
from One of its positions to another between said 
conical Surfaces. 

2. Tens transfei' mechanism for product and 
quotient registers of calculating machines of the 
type in which said registers comprise numeral 
wheels and have axially displaceable tens trans 
fer elements each provided with a tens transfer 
tooth, characterized in that each tens transfer 
element is provided with two oppositely directed 
conical surface and a hook is arranged between 
each numeral. Wheel and cooperating tens trans 
fer element, said hook being actuated by means 
of a tooth. On a corresponding numeral. Wheel and 
being also actuated by means of a projection on 
the shaft which carries said tens transfer ele 
ments, each said hook being provided with pro 
jections each of which cooperates with one of 
the two oppositely directed conical surfaces, said 
projections thereby effecting a positive displace 
ment of the tens transfer element axially in eith 
er direction upon movement of the hook from 
One of its positions between said conical surfaces 
to another. 
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